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 .We give a construction of a residue complex a minimal injective resolution for
regular algebras of dimension 2, which are twisted homogeneous coordinate rings
of the projective line. Residue complexes for general twisted coordinate rings have
been previously constructed by geometric methods. Our method is algebraic based
 .on non-commutative localizations of the algebra at orbits of points of the
projective line. Along the way we establish a unique factorization in twisted
coordinate rings and a partial fraction decomposition result, which we use in our
construction. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. INTRODUCTION
The final objective of this paper is to explicitly construct a ‘‘residue
 .complex’’ a minimal injective resolution for an Artin-Schelter regular
w xalgebra AS of dimension 2. It is known that regular algebras of dimension
w x 12 are twisted homogeneous coordinate rings AV of the projective line P .
Residue complexes for general twisted coordinate rings have previously
w xbeen constructed in Ye1 by geometric methods. Our purpose is to show
that a construction, quite parallel to the commutative case and algebraic in
nature, can be obtained using non-commutative localizations. Along the
way we establish a unique factorization result for the twisted coordinate
rings of the projective space and a partial fraction decomposition for the
fraction field of a twisted coordinate ring of the projective line.
We start, in the first section, with a unique factorization result Theo-
. w x  .rem 1.18 for the twisted coordinate rings AV , B X, s , L , where
n  .X s P , s is an automorphism of X, and L s O 1 . When s is identity,k X
w x nB is the commutative coordinate ring A s k x , . . . , x of P . In contrast0 n k
 .* This work is a part of the author’s doctoral thesis May 1994 submitted to the
Department of Mathematics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. E-mail address:
kaushal@math.utexas.edu.
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with the classical unique factorization in A which is in terms of the
.powers of irreducible elements , the twisted unique factorization in B is in
terms of what we call ‘‘uni-orbital’’ elements which are products of
.irreducible elements in the same orbit .
w xIt is well known that the commutative coordinate ring A s k x , x of0 1
the projective line P1 has a minimal injective resolution given byk
a X
10 ª A ª K ª [ K rA ª A 2 ª 0, 0.1 .  . .A pg P A pk
where K is the graded quotient field of A, A is the graded localizationA p
of A at the prime ideal corresponding to a point p g P1, and AX is thek
 .  .dual module Hom A, k . We show Theorem 3.12 that a twisted coordi-k
 1 .nate ring B s B P , s , L of the projective line has a minimal injectivek
resolution
b
X0 ª B ª K ª [ K rB ª B 2 ª 0, 0.2 .  .  .B orbits v B v
where K is the graded quotient field of B, BX is the dual moduleB
 .Hom B, k , and B is localization of B at an orbit v of points of thek v
projective line under the action of s . We define B as the graded quotientv
ring of B with respect to the Ore subset S s f homogeneous elementv
<  . 4  .of B f p / 0 ;p g v . The surjectivity of the map a in 0.1 in non-
negative degrees is equivalent to having a partial fraction decomposition
for non-negative degree homogeneous elements of K . We prove, inA
Section 2, that there is a similar partial fraction decomposition for non-
negative degree homogeneous elements of K , and use this to prove thatB
 .the map b in 0.2 is surjective in non-negative degrees.
 .Further, recall that the resolution 0.1 can be obtained by taking the
i .  i . i  ...cohomology H ? where H M [ [ H M n of the exact se-nG 0
quence of sheaves: 0 ª O ª K ª K rO ª 0. Here O is the structureX X X X X
1  .sheaf on X s P , and K is the constant sheaf K X of rational func-k X
 .tions. Recall that K X is just the degree zero component of the Z-graded
  . .  4quotient field K of A, and K rO s [i# K X rO , i: p ¨ X beingA X X p
 .the inclusion. The last term in 0.1 is, by Serre duality, isomorphic to
1 .   ..  .H O . We show in 3.15 that 0.2 can also be viewed as a cohomologyX
sequence of a short exact sequence in the category Proj-B, the non-com-
w xmutative projective scheme of Ar, AZ, SZ . Here, Proj-B is the quotient
category Gr-BrTor-B, Gr-B being the category of graded B-modules and
Tor-B the subcategory of Gr-B consisting of torsion modules. We again
1 .use a Grothendieck]Serre-type duality for Proj-B to show that H B ,
X .B 2 , where B is the image of B in Proj-B. The Appendix describes and
 .proves the Serre duality for regular algebras A.9 . The Appendix is
w xprimarily based on Zhang’s idea of reinterpreting some results in Ye1
about the dualizing complexes of regular algebras.
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1. A UNIQUE FACTORIZATION IN TWISTED
COORDINATE RINGS
In this section, we prove a unique factorization theorem for twisted
homogeneous coordinate rings of the projective space P n.
 .1.1 Throughout, k will be an algebraically closed field. Unless
otherwise specified, X will denote the projective scheme P n, and L thek
 .invertible sheaf O 1 . For an invertible sheaf M and an automorphism sX
of X, we denote by M s the pull-back invertible sheaf s UM. There is a
s U0 0 s .  .natural k-linear isomorphism H X, M ª H X, M . For a global sec-
0 . stion f g H X, M we denote by f its image under the above isomor-
 .phism. We denote by div f the divisor of zeros of f. We have the relation
;Us y1 .  .div f s s div f . There is an equivariance e: s L ª L , which gives a
k-linear isomorphism
s U eU 0 0 s 0es : H X , L ª H X , L ª H X , L . 1.2 .  .  .  .
Note that
div es U f s sy1div f , f g H 0 X , L . 1.3 .  .  .  . .
More generally, the equivariance s U induces, for arbitrary n, m g Z, an
;nq m ns s n w xequivariance L ª L which we denote by e Ye1, Sect. 6 . Innqm
this notation, e s e0.1
 .  .1.4 Let B s B X, s , L be the twisted homogeneous coordinate
n  .ring of X s P , obtained by twisting the invertible sheaf L s O 1 by thek X
w xautomorphism s AV . Thus, by definition, B s [ B , where B snG 0 n n
0 . s s ny 1H X, L ; L s L m L ??? m L . For f g B , c g B the mul-n n n m
tiplication is given by f ? c s f m c s n. When s is identity, B s
0 mn.[ H X, L , which is just the commutati¨ e coordinate ring A snG 0
w xk x , . . . , x with the usual grading.0 n
On the other hand, for a graded automorphism t of a Z-graded
t commutative algebra R, define a new Z-graded algebra R called the
. w x  t .twist of R by t as follows ATV2, Sect. 8; Ye2 . We put R s R as ann n
underlying k-vector space, and define the multiplication in Rt by
fc s f m t nc f g Rt , c g Rt , 1.5 .n m
w xwhere m denotes the multiplication in R. When R s A s k x , . . . , x0 n
 .  .  . t rtry1then Aut A s Aut A s GL n q 1, k , and A , A for any auto-1
morphisms t and r, so At depends only on the similarity class of t .
lt t  .Further, A , A where l is a scaling: x ¬ l x l / 0 .i i
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 . n1.6 Let s be an automorphism of X s P . Choose an equivari-k
; Us 0 .  .ance e: L ª L . The automorphism es 1.2 of A s H X, L in-1
 .duces a graded automorphism of the algebra A. If we identify Aut A s
 .  .  . U y1GL n q 1, k and Aut X s PGL n q 1, k , then es s t , for a lifts
 .  .t g GL n q 1, k of s g PGL n q 1, k , where the choice of the lifts
depends on the choice of the equivariance. This defines the twisted ring
Ats
y1
. There is a k-linear isomorphism, sometimes called an ‘‘untwisting
w xmap’’ Ye2, Sect. 3 :
idme0 ??? me0ny 1 y11 ny10 s 0 mn t6 su : B sH X , L ??? m L H X , L s A . . .  . nn n
Summing over all n, we get a k-linear map u: B ª Atsy1, which is in fact an
w xisomorphism of graded k-algebras Ye2, 3.3.2 . Note that u is just identity.1
We see from remarks in the previous paragraph that even if t depends ons
the choice of equivariance, the isomorphism class of Ats
y1
does not, and we
have the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 1.7. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the iso-
morphism classes of the twisted coordinate rings of P n and the isomorphismk
w xclasses of the twists of the algebra A s k x , . . . , x .0 n
 . nHereon, s g PGL n q 1, k will always denote an automorphism of Pk
 . tsy1and t g GL n q 1, k a chosen lift of s . We will write B s A . Ass
B s Atsy1 s A , we will write ‘‘homogeneous element’’ to mean a homoge-n n n
neous element of A or B. We will denote the multiplication in B simply
by fc and that in A by f m c . Further, we introduce the notation
s f [ t f , s homogeneous. 1.8 .  .  .s
 .  .Then, in view of 1.5 and 1.3 , we have
fc s f m sync ; div s if s s idiv f , i g Z, 1.9 .  . .
 .where f, c are homogeneous elements, with deg f s n. Thus
div fc s div f m sync s div f q syndiv c . 1.10 .  .  .  .  .
Following is the key lemma, which shows how to commute elements past
each other by taking care of an appropriate action by s .
LEMMA 1.11. Let f g B and c g B , thenn m
 .  yn . m .i fc s s c s f ,
 . i .  i . i .ii s fc s s f s c for all i g Z.
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 .  .  yn . m .  yn .  ym m .Proof. i Using 1.9 , we have s c s f s s c m s s f s
yn  .f m s c s fc . Similarly we get ii .
We say that a homogeneous element p of positive degree is irreducible
 .  .in A resp. in B if it cannot be written as a product of two homogeneous
 .elements of A resp. B of strictly lower positive degrees, i.e., p s f m f1 2
 .resp. p s f f implies deg f s 0 or deg f s 0. A homogeneous ele-1 2 1 2
ment of positive degree is reducible if it is not irreducible. We say that
homogeneous elements f and f are associates if f s uf for u g kU ,1 2 1 2
otherwise we say that they are independent. We write f ; f if f and1 2 1
f are associates. We generally use p to denote an irreducible element.2
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let f be a homogeneous element. Then the following
 .  .  .  .are equi¨ alent: i f is irreducible in B, ii f is irreducible in A, iii div f is
a prime di¨ isor of X.
 .  .Proof. Equivalence of ii and iii is well known. Now, if f s f f is1 2
reducible in B, then f s f m syn 1f is reducible in A, where n s1 2 1
deg f . Conversely, if f s f m f is reducible in A, then f s f m1 1 2 1
yn n n1 1 1 .  . .s s f s f s f is reducible in B, where n s deg f .2 1 2 1 1
PROPOSITION 1.13. If p is an irreducible element of B then s mp is
irreducible for all m g Z.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Use the equivalence i m iii of 1.12 , or use Lemma 1.11 ii .
In view of Proposition 1.12, we can call a homogeneous element irre-
 .ducible without specifying whether in A or in B. However, Lemma 1.11 i
shows that the unique factorization theorem for A does not carry over to
B, for, letting p be an irreducible element of degree r, we have pp s
 yr . r . yr rs p s p in B, and s p , s p are in general not equal to p . Our
purpose now is to show that we still have a ‘‘uniqueness’’ statement about
factorization in B, in terms of the orbits.
 .  :1.14 The cyclic group s acts on the set of prime divisors of X.
By an orbit v we mean an orbit of this group action. Sometimes we will
 .use the informal notation p g v p an irreducible element, v an orbit to
 .mean div p g v, and the notation v to mean the orbit v such thatp
p g v. Thus we say that two irreducible elements are in the same orbit if
their divisors are in the same orbit. For an orbit v and n g N we define a
‘‘valuation’’ map
¨ n : B ª Z, ¨ n f s ¨ n f ; ¨ n f s mult div f . 1.15 .  .  .  .  . .v n v Y Y Y
Ygv
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Here Y denotes a prime divisor of X. We will drop the superscript on ¨ if
there is no confusion. For a homogeneous element f we put
< <supp f s Y ¨ f / 0 , supp f s v ¨ f / 0 . 4  4 .  .  .  .Y orb v
 .The classical unique factorization in the ring A is in terms of the powers
of irreducible elements, which are precisely the homogeneous elements f
 .whose support supp f consists of a single prime divisor Y. The twisted
 .unique factorization in the ring B would be in terms of homogeneous
 .elements f whose orbit-support supp f consists of a single orbit. Suchorb
a homogeneous element will be called uni-orbital. A uni-orbital element
will generally be denoted by P, or P where the subscript v indicatesv
 4that its orbit-support is v .
 .1.16 Let p be an irreducible element of degree r. We denote the
 . r .  ny1. r . w xnproduct p s p . . . s p in B by p , which has degree nr. Note
w xn mn mnthat p s p where p denotes the n times product of p in A. We
w xn.  . iw xn. w i xn   ..have div p s n div p , and s p s s p Lemma 1.11 ii . As B
is noetherian, any homogeneous element of B can be written as a product
of irreducible elements. A uni-orbital element P supported on the orbitv
v will be a product of irreducible elements of the same orbit so it can be
written in the form
n n n1 2 ki i i1 2 kw x w x w xP s s p s p . . . s p in B , 1.17a .  .v
mn mn mnm m m1 2 k1 2 kP s s p m s p ??? m s p in A , 1.17b .  .  .  .  .v
 ny1 .where p is an irreducible element in the orbit v, and m s i y  n r,n n js1 j
mn r being the degree of p . From classical unique factorization, s p n s
.  .1, . . . , k in 1.17b can be chosen to be independent irreducible elements
in the orbit v .p
 .THEOREM 1.18 Unique Factorization for Twisted Rings . Let f be a
homogeneous element of B. Then f can be written in the form
f s P P . . . P , 1.19 .v v v1 2 n
where P are uni-orbital elements, and v / v for i / j. Further, ifv i ji
f s  X P X . . . P Xv v v1 2 m
is another factorization of this form then m s n, there is a permutation t g Sn
X  .such that v s v 1 F i F n , andi t  i.
P X ; s si P .v vi t  i.
for some s g Z.i
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Proof. Choose a factorization of f into irreducible elements. Using
  ..Lemma 1.11 i repeatedly, one can collect all the irreducible factors of
the same orbit into a uni-orbital element and thus write f as a product of
 .uni-orbital elements as in 1.19 .
 .  4We now show the uniqueness part. Since supp f s v , v , . . . , vorb 1 2 n
 X X X 4 X Xs v , v , . . . , v and v / v , v / v for i / j, we have n s m and a1 2 m i j i n
permutation t g S such that vX s v . Now simply write P for P andn i t  i. j v jX  X.XP for P . Let r resp. r be the degree of an irreducible element in thej v i ij
 X.  .  X . X Xorbit v reps. v , and let deg P s k r , deg P s k r . We havei i i i i i i i
div f s div P q syk 1 r1div P q ??? qsy k1 r1q ??? qk ny 1 rny 1.div P .  .  .  .1 2 n
s div PX q syk 1
X r1Xdiv PX q ??? qsy k1
X r1Xq ??? qk ny 1
X rny 1
X .div PX . .  .  .1 2 n
 X . Since the divisor of P resp. P is supported on a single orbit v resp.i i i
X.v , it follows thati
sy js 1
iy1 k j
X r j
X
div PX s sy js 1t  i.y 1k j r j div P . .  .  .i t  i.
X X Xs t  i.y1 iy1ithus proving that P ; s P , where s s y k r q  k r .i t  i. i js1 j j js1 j j
 .Remark 1.20. One may like to define the orbital di¨ isor orbdiv f of a
 .  .homogeneous element f as a formal sum orbdiv f s  ¨ f v. Butv v
 .  .orbdiv f does not determine f even up to an action of s , i.e., orbdiv f
 . ns orbdiv c does not imply f ; s c for some n g Z. For example, take
 . k .f s pp , c s p s p for some irreducible element p whose orbit is
 .infinite and k / 0, 2 r where r s deg p .
2. PARTIAL FRACTION DECOMPOSITION
In this section we obtain a partial fraction decomposition for non-nega-
tive degree elements of the graded quotient field of the twisted coordinate
 . 1ring B X, s , L , where X s P . This is done by using an isomorphismk
between the degree zero components of the graded quotient fields of the
 .twisted and commutative coordinate rings Proposition 2.1 . This isomor-
 n .phism itself holds for the general case B P , s , L , so we keep thek
discussion general until we get to the proof of the decomposition theorem.
As in Section 1, we denote by A the commutative coordinate ring, and
ts
y1  .write B for the algebra A 1.6 . Let K and K denote the Z-gradedA B
quotient fields of A and B, respectively.
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The map
¨ : K ª K fgy1 ¬ f m gy1 2.2 .  .  .B A0 0
is an isomorphism of fields.
Proof. First we check that this is well-defined. Suppose f gy1 s f gy11 1 2 2
 .in K and let n be the degree of f , n that of f . By definition ofB 0 1 1 2 2
equality in the Ore quotient ring, there exist homogeneous elements h1
and h such that f h s f h and g h s g h / 0. Then, f m syn 1 h s2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
f m syn 2 h and g m syn 1 h s g m syn 2 h / 0. But this then shows2 2 1 1 2 2
y1 y1  .that f m g s f m g in K . Thus the map is well-defined. One can1 1 2 2 A 0
verify that the map defined above is a homomorphism of fields. It is clearly
bijective.
Finally, we define the divisor of a homogeneous element of the non-
commutative graded field K . This will be used in the next section.B
DEFINITION 2.3. Let fgy1 be a homogeneous element of K of degreeB
y1  y1 .  .n. The divisor of fg , denoted by div fg , is defined to be div f y
yn  .s div g .
It is straightforward to check that this is well-defined, and has the
standard properties:
 . y1 y1LEMMA 2.4. i Let f g and f g be homogeneous elements of K of1 1 2 2 B
degrees n and n , respecti¨ ely. Then1 2
div f gy1 f gy1 s div f gy1 q syn 1div f gy1 . .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 . y1  y1 .y1 .ii Let fg be a homogeneous element of degree n then div fg
n  y1 .s ys div fg .
 . y1 y1iii Let f g and f g be homogeneous elements of the same degree1 1 2 2
 y1 .  y1 . y1 y1  U .n. If div f g s div f g then f g s uf g for u g k .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 1 .We now specialize to B P , s , L and, of course, identify it withk
ts
y1  .B s A 1.6 , where A is the commutative polynomial ring in two
variables. As k is algebraically closed, the only irreducible elements are
the linear forms 0 / l g B s A and the only prime divisors are the1 1
1  .points p g X s P . Thus, in view of 1.16 , a uni-orbital element Pk v
supported on the orbit v can be written as
n n n1 2 ki i i1 2 kw x w x w xP s s l s l . . . s l in B .v
mn mn mnm m m1 2 k1 2 ks s l m s l ??? m s l in A , 2.5 .  .  .  .  .
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where l is a linear form in the orbit v, and m s i y ny1n . We will calln n js1 j
 . mn2.5 a standard form of P if s l are chosen to be independent linearv
forms.
In the following, we will simply write l n for the n times product
lmn s l m l m ??? m l^ ` _
n times
 . w xn  . . 2 .  ny1 . nin A. Recall 1.16 that l s l s l s l . . . s l s l . We also
y1  .sometimes put frg for fg in K , for con¨enience in display.B
 .  . y1THEOREM 2.6 Partial Fraction Decomposition . i Let fg be a
homogeneous element of K of degree r G 0. Then fgy1 can be decomposedB
in K asB
fgy1 s h q f Py1 , 2.7 . v v
orbits v
where h and f are homogeneous elements of B, P are uni-orbital elementsv v
 .1.14 , and f s 0 for all except finitely many v.v
 . w i1 xn1 w i k xnk  .ii Further, if P s s l . . . s l is in a standard form 2.5v
then in K ,B
f b b b1 2 ks b q q q ??? q , 2.8 .n n no 1 2 km m m1 2 kP w x w x w xs l s l s lv
where m s i y ny1n , and b are some homogeneous elements of B.n n js1 j i
 . w xniii Finally, a fraction of degree zero of the form hr l can be
decomposed in K asB
n2w x w xh w w w
s c q c q c q ??? qc 2.9 .n n0 1 2 n2lw x w xl lw xl
for some c g k and a linear form w not in the orbit of l.i
 .Proof. We prove i . Let w be a linear form corresponding to a point
which is not in the orbits of the zeros of f and g. Consider the degree zero
y1w xr .y1element fg w in K . By classical partial fraction decomposition,B
 .  .its image in K via the isomorphism ¨ 2.1 has a decomposition of theA 0
form
y1r y1 y1y1 r n lw x¨ f w s h m w q a m l , .  . . g l /
lgA , l/w1
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where n is a positive integer, h and a are homogeneous elements of A,l l
and a s 0 for all but finitely many l. Apply ¨y1 to getl
y1 y1 y1r r n ly1 w x w x w xfg w s h w q a l . .  . .  .  . l
lgB , l/w1
w xrNow multiply on the right by w to get
y1n rly1 w x w xfg s h q a l w .  . l
lgB , l/w1
y1r n ln rl w x w xs h q a s w s l . .  . l
lgB , l/w1
Now the term involving the sigma notation on the right hand side can be
  rw xn l.y1  n lw xr .written as   b s l , where b s a s w and the innerv l g v l l l
summation could be performed in K to get f Py1 as required.B v v
 . y1ii Let the degree of f P be r. Again let w be a linear formv
corresponding to a point which is not in the orbits of the zeros of f and
w xr .y1 y1w xr .y1P . Consider the degree zero element f w P s f P w inv v v
 .K . Its image in K isB A 0
y1 y1r r y1r yrw x w x¨ f w P s f m w P s f m w m s P . .  . /v v v
y1n ny1 1 kr qrqm yrqm1 ks f m w m s l m ??? m s l , .  .  . 4
yrqmn  mnwhere s l are independent linear forms since s l are, by hypothe-
.  .sis . Therefore, by classical result, this has a decomposition in K of theA 0
form
y1 y1n ny1 1 kr yrqm yrqm1 ka m w q a m s l q ??? qa m s l . .  .  . .  .0 1 k
y1 w xrNow applying the inverse ¨ and multiplying on the right by w we get
 .  n jw xr .2.8 with b s a and b s a s w , j s 1, . . . , k.0 0 j j
 .  w xn.y1 .  n.y1iii Choose w not in the orbit of l. Now, ¨ h l s h m l , and
 .by classical result the latter decomposes in K asA 0
y1 y1y1 2 2 n nc q c w m l q c w m l q ??? qc w m l . .  .0 1 2 n
y1  .Applying the inverse ¨ we get 2.9 .
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3. RESIDUE COMPLEX
Let k be a fixed field. Let R be an N-graded connected k-algebra,
 .finitely generated in degree 1. R is connected if R s k. Such an algebra0
w xis called a regular algebra AS if it satisfies the following three conditions:
 .  .1 R has finite global dimension d; 2 R has polynomial growth, i.e.,
 . d  .dim R F an for some positive real numbers a and d ; 3 R isk n
Gorenstein, i.e., if the left module k has a minimal graded projectiveR
resolution
0 ª P d ª ??? ª P1 ª P 0 ª k ª 0R
of length d by projective modules of finite type, then the transposed
 .complex is a projective resolution of a right module isomorphic to k c ,R
the shift of k to some degree c:R
0 ¤ k c ¤ P dU ¤ ??? ¤ P1U ¤ P 0U ¤ 0. .R
q  .The last condition can also be stated as saying that Ext k, R s 0 ifR R
d  .  .q / d and Ext k, R , k c . We assume hereon that the base field k isR R R
algebraically closed.
It is known that regular algebras of global dimension 2 are exactly the
twisted coordinate rings of the projective line P1. For a lack of reference,k
 w x.we include a sketch of the proof see also AS .
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence among the follow-
ing:
 .i isomorphism classes of regular algebras of global dimension 2,
 .ii isomorphism classes of twisted coordinate rings of the projecti¨ e
line,
 .iii isomorphism classes of the twists of the polynomial algebra
w xk x , x .0 1
 .Proof. In view of 1.7 , it is sufficient to show the one-to-one corre-
 .  .spondence between i and iii . Let R be a regular algebra of dimension 2,
and let
M xr r2 10 ª R ª R y1 ª R ª k ª 0 3.2 .  .R
be a minimal projective resolution of the left module k, where x denotesR
the row vector of generators for the algebra and Rrj denotes a graded free
R .module of rank r . Note that r s dim Tor k , k . Using the Gorensteinj j k j R R
condition for a regular algebra, we have a resolution of the right module
 .k c , for some c:R
M t r r2 10 ¤ k x ¤ R ¤ R 1 ¤ R ¤ 0. 3.3 .  .  .R
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 .Now 3.3 shows two things: first, since the Tor-dimensions are symmetric
with respect to left and right, we get r s 1. Second, since M t also2
t  .generates the radical, M s t x for some automorphism t g GL r, k .
 .Thus degrees of the entries of M are all 1, and the resolution 3.2 actually
looks like
 .tt x xr0 ª R y2 ª R y1 ª R ª k ª 0. .  . R
A Hilbert-series computation shows that for polynomial growth r must be
 :   .  ..2. Thus we see that R is the algebra k x , x r x t x y x t x , for0 1 0 1 0
 . ty1  .some t g GL 2, k . Now let A see 1.4 be the algebra, which is the
w xtwist of the commutative polynomial ring A s k x , x by the automor-0 1
y1  .  .phism of A defined by the matrix t . As x t x y x t x s 0 also in0 1 1 0
ty1   .. ty1A Lemma 1.11 i , we see that A is a quotient of R. Since the
Hilbert functions of all these algebras R, A, At
y1
are the same, we get
y1tR s A .
Note that a regular algebra of dimension 2 has gk-dimension 2, and that
2  .  .Ext k, B s k 2 . Hereon we will identify a regular algebra of dimensionB
2 with a twist B s Atsy1. For a homogeneous element f and a point
1  .  .  <  . 4p g P , we write f p s 0 if p g div f . Let W s l g B l p s 0 bek p 1
the one-dimensional space of linear forms vanishing at p. Note that for a
 .  .homogeneous element f, f p s 0 m f g W B. Also, in view of 1.10 ,p
fc p s 0 m f p s 0 or c s np s 0, n s deg f . .  .  .  .
3.4 .
 .A right point module is a module of the form N s BrpB wherep
0 / p g B . The point modules are in bijective correspondence with the1
points of P1.k
 . We denote by Gr-B resp. B-Gr the category of all graded right resp.
.left B-modules with morphisms being graded homomorphisms of degree
zero. By the term B-module we will mean a right or left B-module. For a
 .  .B-module M, we denote by E M the graded injective hull of M. WeB
say that an indecomposable injective B-module is of class E i if it is an
injective hull of a critical B-module of gk-dimension i. Here we construct
a minimal injective resolution for B of the form
0 ª B ª E2 ª E1 ª E0 ª 0,
i  . where E would be a B, B -bimodule which decomposes in Gr-B resp.
.  .B-Gr as direct sum of indecomposable injective right resp. left B-mod-
ules of class E i. This would be an analogue of the commutative ‘‘residue
complex’’ of the algebra A, and could be called a ‘‘residue complex for the
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quantum projective line’’ intuitively, we think of a quantum projective line
as the twist of the commutative projective line by the automorphism s ,
w x.and B as the coordinate ring of the quantum projective line Ar .
The only critical B-modules in gk-dimension 0 are shifts of the simple
 . X  .module k. By Matlis duality, the B, B -bimodule B s Hom B, k is ank
injective hull of k in Gr-B and in B-Gr. Note that BX is completely
 .  X.m-torsion where m is the augmentation ideal B , and that Hom k, BG1 B
, k.
w xThe B-module B is critical ATV2, 2.30, ¨ of gk-dimension 2. The
 .Z-graded quotient field of B, denoted K , is a B, B -bimodule which isB
an injective hull of B in Gr-B and in B-Gr.
We now consider the injective hulls of critical B-modules of gk-dimen-
sion 1. The only critical B-modules of gk-dimension 1 are the shifts of
w xpoint modules AV, Theorem 1.3 . We show below that, if we take the
direct sum N of the point modules over an orbit v,v
N s [ N , 3.5 .v pg v p
 .  . then, N is a B, B -bimodule and there is a B, B -bimodule Theoremv
.3.9 which is an injective hull of N in Gr-B and in B-Gr. To make N av v
 .B, B -bimodule, we define the following left B-module structure on N ,v
 .compatible with the usual right B-module structure. Let a s a g N ,p v
where a denotes the component of a in N , and a g B. For f g B , wep p p n
 . ndefine f a g N such that its component in N is f a [ f a wherev p p s p
the multiplication under the bar sign is in B. This is well-defined. For,
 .  . .suppose a s a s 0, i.e., a p s 0 for all p g v. Then alsop p
  n ..  .  . .n na s p s 0 for all p g v and thus, in view of 3.4 , f a p s 0s p s p
for all p g v. It is clear that this defines a left module structure on Nv
which is compatible with the right structure.
For an orbit v, define the set
<S s f homogeneous element of B f p / 0, ;p g v . 3.6 4 .  .v
PROPOSITION 3.7. S is a left and right Ore denominator subset of B.v
Proof. It is clear that S is a multiplicative subset. Now S satisfies thev v
 .  .right Ore condition: if f g B, c g S with deg f s r, deg c s s, thenv
 . s .  . r . rby Lemma 1.11, c s f s f s c and s c g S . Finally, we need tov
 .  < 4check that ass S [ b g B bs s 0 for some s g S s 0. As B is av v
domain, this is trivial. One similarity verifies the left version of the result.
The Z-graded localization B of B at an orbit v is defined to be the Orev
quotient ring BSy1. Note that B is also the left quotient of B withv v
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respect to S . The canonical map B ª B is injective and the Z-gradedv v
quotient field of B is the same as K . For convenience in display, we willv B
sometimes use the fraction notation frg to denote the right fraction fgy1.
 y1 .It is elementary to check the following lemma, where div fg is as
 .defined in 2.3 .
LEMMA 3.8. Let v be an orbit and let fgy1 be a homogeneous element of
y1   y1 ..K . Then fg g B if and only if mult div fg G 0 for all p g v.B v p
In the following we will drop the subscript B from K , etc., if there isB
no chance of confusion.
 .THEOREM 3.9. The B, B -bimodule KrB is an injecti¨ e hull of N inv v
Gr-B and in B-Gr.
Proof. First we note that the global dimension of B is 1. To see this,v
just recall that B has global dimension 2 and the only graded-simple
module k of B of projective dimension 2 is annihilated by the localiza-B
tion functor: k m B s 0. Now, the exact sequenceB B v
0 ª B ª K ª KrB ª 0 3.10 .v v
shows that KrB is an injective B -module in Gr-B and in B y Gr,v v v v
w xtherefore, an injective module in Gr-B and in B-Gr GW, 9.16 .
We now show that there is an essential injective map N ¨ KrB inv v
Gr-B. In the following, we assume that for every point x g P1, a lineark
form vanishing at x has been chosen, which we also denote by x. Now fix a
point r not in the orbit v. For an arbitrary q g v, define a right B-linear
homomorphism of degree zero N ª KrB by mapping the generator ofq v
N to rqy1 mod B . This is a well-defined injective map, since, for b g Bq v
y1  .one has rq b g B if and only if b g qB Lemma 3.8 . Summing over allv
 .q g v, we get a B-homomorphism N ª KrB which maps a s a g Nv v q v
y1to  rq a , where a is the component of a in N and a g B. Weq g v q q q q
claim that this is essential injective. First, we check the injectivity. Let p be
a fixed point in the orbit v, so that every q g v is s mp for some m g Z.
Showing the injectivity is the same as showing that if for some homoge-
 .  .neous elements a g B k s 1, . . . , n and some indices j k s 1, . . . , n ,k k
with s jk p / s jl p for k / l, one has
r r r
a q a q ??? q a g B 3.11 .1 2 n vj j j1 2 ns p s p s p
 jk .then one must have a s p s 0 for all k. Now, in view of Lemma 3.8,k
this is clear.
We now show that the map N ª KrB is essential. This means to showv v
that for every non-zero homogeneous element fgy1 g KrB , there existsv
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an element b g B, such that fgy1 b is in the image of the map. For this it
suffices to show that, for every non-zero homogeneous element fgy1 g K
y B , there exist non-zero homogeneous elements a, b g B such thatv
y1 y1 fg b s rq a for some q g v. Here, r is the fixed point used in the
.  y1 .definition of the map N ª KrB . Write div fg s D y D where Dv v 1 2 1
and D are effective divisors without a common point. Since fgy1 f B ,2 v
 .  .there exists q g v such that mult D G 1. Then D y q q r is anq 2 2
effective divisor. Let aby1 be a homogeneous element in K such that
 y1 .  .  y1 .  y1 y1.div ab s D y D y q q r . It follows that div fg s div rq ab .1 2
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 Thus fg s rq ab , and fg b s rq a, up to a unit in k Lemma
 ..2.4 iii .
As for the left B- module structure on N , we define a left B-linear mapv
 .N ª KrB as follows. Fix a point r not in the orbit v. Let a s a be av v p
homogeneous element of N of degree n. Define the map by a ¬v
 a yn rpy1 mod B . One can check as above that this map is well-de-pg v s p v
fined, left B-linear, and essential injective.
 .THEOREM 3.12. There is an exact sequence of B, B -bimodules
K
X0 ª B ª K ª [ ª B 2 ª 0 3.13 .  .v Bv
where the first map is the canonical injection and the second is the direct sum
.of canonical projections , which is a minimal injecti¨ e resolution of B in Gr-B
and B-Gr.
Proof. First, all the bimodules in the above sequence are injective both
in Gr-B and B-Gr. Also, the exactness of the sequence at the first three
 .terms is clear, as F B s B inside K .v v
Next, the map K ª [ KrB is surjective in all non-negative degrees.v v
This follows, by standard arguments, from the partial fraction decomposi-
  ..  y1 .tion in K for n G 0 Theorem 2.6 i . Indeed, let a b be a homoge-n v v
neous element of non-negative degree in [ KrB , where a by1 is itsv v v v
 .component in KrB . By Theorem 2.6 i , there exist homogeneous ele-v
ments f Py1 of K such that P is uni-orbital, and a by1 s f Py1 inv v v v v v v
y1 y1  y1 .KrB . Then the element fg s  f P in K maps to a b inv v v v v v
[ KrB , proving the claim. Denote this map by c for the moment.v v
 .Because of surjectivity of the map c in all non-negative degrees, coker c
 .is m-torsion. Since the global dimension of B is 2, it follows that coker c
 .is an injective module both in Gr-B and in B-Gr . The only such
X .m-torsion injective module is [ B l for certain shifts l . Thus we havei i i
the exact sequence
c
X0 ª B ª K ª [ KrB ª coker c s [ B l ª 0. 3.14 .  .  .v v i i
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2  .  .Now if we compute Ext k, B using the injective resolution 3.14 of B,B
2  .  . 2  .we get Ext k, B s [ k l . Since we already know that Ext k, B sB i i B
 .  . X .k 2 , it follows that coker c s B 2 .
The minimality of the resolution is clear, as the maps B ª K and
KrB ª [ KrB are clearly essential injective.v v
 .3.15 Recall that in the commutative case we have an exact se-
quence of sheaves
0 ª O ª K ª K rO ª 0,X X X X
where O is the structure sheaf on X s P1, and K is the constant sheafX k X
 .  .K X of rational functions. Here K X is just the degree zero component
 .of the Z-graded quotient field K of the commutative coordinate ring A.A
  . .  4We have K rO s [i# K X rO , i: p ¨ X being the inclusion. Con-X X p
i .  i . i  ...sidering the cohomology H ? of this where H M s [ H M n ,nG 0
we get
0 ª A ª K ª [ 1 K rA ª AX 2 ª 0, .A pg P A pk
X . 1 .where A 2 , H O , by Serre duality.
To compare with the commutative case, consider the version of the
 .exact sequence 3.13 in the category Proj-B. Here, Proj-B is the quotient
category Gr-BrTor-B a non-commutative projective scheme in the lan-
w x.guage of Ar, AZ , Tor-B being the subcategory of Gr-B consisting of
w x X .m-torsion modules. See AZ for generalities on Proj-B. Since B 2 is
m-torsion, its image in Proj-B vanishes. Thus, we get an exact sequence in
Proj-B,
KB
0 ª B ª K ª [ ª 0, 3.16 .B v Bv
where a calligraphic letter denotes the image in Proj-B. Taking cohomol-
 .  .ogy of 3.16 in Proj-B we get the sequence 3.13 back,
KB0 0 0 1 .  .  .0 ªH B ªH K ªH [ ªH B ª0B v /Bv
5 5 5 x X
KB X .0 ª B ª K ª [ ª B 2 ª0B v Bv
; X1 .  .where the isomorphism H B ª B 2 comes from the non-commutative
 .Serre duality A.14 which we establish in the Appendix.
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APPENDIX A: SERRE DUALITY FOR REGULAR
w xALGEBRAS WITH J. J. ZHANG
w xIn Ye1 , a non-commutative analogue of dualizing complexes was
introduced for graded algebras over a field. Reinterpreting some of the
w xresults in Ye1 , we deduce Grothendieck-Serre-type duality for the non-
commutative projective scheme proj-A where A is a Noetherian regular
algebra.
 .A.1 For generalities and basic results about the non-commutative
w xprojective schemes, see AZ, SZ . Let A be an N-graded algebra over a
 .field k. Let Gr-A resp. gr-A be the category of all graded right A-mod-
 .ules resp. Noetherian graded right A-modules with morphisms being
 .graded homomorphisms of degree zero, and let Tor-A resp. tor-A be the
 .full subcategory of Gr-A resp. gr-A consisting of all m-torsion modules
 .resp. Noetherian m-torsion modules . Then the quotient category Gr-Ar
 .  .Tor-A resp. gr-Artor-A exists and is denoted by Proj-A resp. proj-A . As
 .usual, Hom M, N denotes the graded group of homomorphisms andA
 .Hom M, N its degree-zero component; similarly for Ext. For anGryA
A-module M we denote its image in Proj-A by the corresponding calli-
0 0 .graphic letter M. The global section function H is defined by H M [
 . 0 iHom A, M , and the derived functors of H are denoted by H . Weproj- A
i . i  ..also define H M s [ H M n . For an object M of gr-A, we haven
w xAZ
H i M s lim Ext iq1 ArA , M i ) 0 . A.2 .  .  .  .A G n
nª`
 . i  .The derived functors of Hom M , N are denoted by Ext M , N .proj- A proj- A
The cohomological dimension of proj-A is defined to be the greatest
p .integer p such that H M / 0 for some object M of proj-A.
DEFINITION A.3. Let proj-A be the non-commutative projective scheme
of a graded algebra A. Suppose that proj-A has finite cohomological
dimension p. A dualizing sheaf for proj-A is an object v in proj-A,A
p .together with a trace isomorphism t: H v ª k, such that for all objectsA
 .M of proj A , the natural pairing
Hom M , v = H p M ª H p v ª k A.4 .  .  .  .proj- A A A
gives an isomorphism
; Upu : Hom M , v ª H M , A.5 .  .  . .0 proj- A A
where * denotes the dual space.
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Clearly, if a dualizing sheaf for proj-A exists, then it is unique up to a
unique isomorphism.
 .A.6 Let A be a Noetherian regular algebra of finite global dimen-
; .  .w x  .sion d G 2. Thus Ext k, A ª k l yd for some integer l. Here lA
w xdenotes the degree shift while d denotes the shift of the complex.
Therefore, there is an isomorphism
;dy1t : H A yl ª k . A.7 .  . .
Further, for any object M in gr-A, one has a natural isomorphism
Hom M , A , Hom M , A . A.8 .  .  .gr- A proj- A
; .  .To see this, it suffices to check that Hom M , A ª Hom M, A . NowA G n A
 .this follows by applying Hom , A to the sequence 0 ª M ª M ª TA G n
 . i  .ª 0 where T is a torsion module , and noting that Ext T , A s 0 forA
i s 0, 1.
 .THEOREM A.9 Serre Duality for Regular Algebras . Let A be a Noethe-
rian regular algebra of dimension d G 2. Then the cohomological dimension of
  . .proj-A is p s d y 1, and the pair A yl , t is a dualizing sheaf for proj-A.
Thus
 .i for e¨ery M in proj-A, the natural pairing
tdy1 dy1Hom M , A yl = H M ª H A yl ª k A.10 .  .  .  . .  .proj- A
is a perfect pairing of finite-dimensional ¨ector spaces o¨er k;
 .ii for each i G 0, there is a natural functorial isomorphism
; Ui dy1yiExt M , A yl ª H M A.11 .  .  . .proj- A
 .which for i s 0 is the one induced by the pairing A.10 .
w  .w xxProof. By Ye1, Proposition 4.17, with R s A yl d , we have a natu-
ral isomorphism
; Xi dyi
Tlim Ext ArA , M ª Hom Ext M , A yl , A A.12 .  .  . . .A G n A A
nª`
where AT is the opposite algebra of A. Therefore, by Matlis duality,
; Ui dyilim Ext ArA , M ª Ext M , A yl , A.13 .  .  . .A G n A
nª`
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 .where * denotes the dual space. By A.2 , the left hand side is just
iy1 . dy i  ..  .H M . For i ) d, Ext M, A yl s 0 and, by A.13 , we haveA
iy1 .H M s 0. Thus, the cohomological dimension of proj-A is at most
dy1 .  .  .d y 1. But since H A , k l by A.7 , the cohomological dimension is
in fact d y 1.
 .Now setting i s d in A.13 we see that
Udy1H M , Hom M , A yl . .  . .gr- A
 .   ..   ..As, by A.8 , Hom M, A yl , Hom M , A yl we see that thegr- A proj- A
  . dy1 .U  .pair A yl, t represents the functor M § H M . This proves i .
 .The proof of ii is a standard cohomological argument. There is a
i   .. dy iy1 .Unatural transformation from Ext ?, A yl to H ? . Both sidesproj- A
are contravariant d-functors indexed by i G 0. For i s 0, there is an
 .isomorphism by A.10 . Thus to prove that the two are isomorphic, it is
sufficient to show that both the functors are coeffaceable for i ) 0. Now
 .given an object M of proj-A, M is a quotient of P s [ A yr for somej j
 . dy iy 1 .U dy iy 1  ..Ur g 0. Then, by A.13 , H P s [ H A yr sj j j
i   .  .. i   ..[ Ext A yr , A yl s 0 for i ) 0. Also, Ext P, A yl sj A j proj- A
i  ..  .[ H A yl q r s 0 for i ) 0, by A.13 . Thus the two functors arej j
coeffaceable for i ) 0, hence isomorphic.
dy1 . X .COROLLARY A.14. H A , A l .
 .  .Proof. We use the duality A.10 for M s A yn for n g Z.
  . .   . .As Hom A yn , A s Hom A yn , A s A , we concludeproj- A gr- A n
Xdy1 dy1  ..   ..  .  .that H A yn s Hom A , k l , and thus H A , A l .k n
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